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What our Mar Tech clients say 

about us…

“

“Grey Matter has been instrumental in helping BrightEdge grow our 

Customer Success and Commercial teams….” Mark Mitchell, VP 

EMEA

“Grey Matter is a unique breath of fresh air in London recruitment 

market….” Jordan Gutman, GM EMEA

“Grey Matter has been a great company to work with.….“ Evan 

Gilbert, Managing Customer Support

"Absolute stars! It was great to feel supported throughout the 

process…..” Marco Cardos, Onboarding Specialist

“Amazing team of recruiters who actually care about your career and 

goals….” Anna Verlezza, Growth Success Manager

“A real constructive and smart approach to recruitment….” Alain 

Cherki, Sales Account Executive

“Grey Matter were able to provide some excellent candidates that we 

were struggling to find organically....” Matthew Gilbery, Head of 

Personalisation

“….Definitely recommend reaching out to Grey Matter if you are looking 

for someone who will really help make a difference in your next career” 

Paul O’Shea, Director of Customer Success

“Grey Matter were extremely diligent in terms of refining our needs….” 

Liz Barenholtz, New Business Team Lead
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“Grey Matter were supportive throughout the entire process and gave 

me the confidence to reach for opportunities….” James Harris, Senior 

Enterprise Sales

“…. Grey Matter have successfully filled several difficult briefs; they 

understand our business and the market, proving to be a great 

partner." Karl Knights Managing Director 

“….easy to talk with and approachable and most importantly honest

and down the line.”  Rob Playford, SDR Manager

“I can’t recommend Grey Matter enough! I felt confident and at ease 

knowing that I had support during the whole process.” Marissa Malson, 

US Mobile Strategy Consultant 
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“

“Grey Matter far exceeded our expectations.  Candidates were well-

vetted, prepared and genuinely interested in our company.”  Amy 

Salazar, Senior Talent Associate

“Grey Matter really placed my interest at the centre of all our 

discussions…” Antoine Gailly, Account Strategist

"I'd highly recommend Grey Matter, they have been helpful in our 

search and will look forward to working together in the future“ Katie 

Hickman, Talent Manager
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“
““I developed a deep level of trust for Grey Matter and what they do, 

outperforming other agencies. They took the time to get to know my 

needs and wants, and provided an exceptional level of service.” Fifi 

Pottier, Enterprise Sales Executive

“Grey Matter were great throughout, right from the beginning they 

ensured a smooth transition….” Karin O’Grady, Global Head of 

Customer Marketing

“…. Grey Matter is very reactive and supportive throughout the whole 

recruiting process“ Fabrice Duvoux, Growth Manager (Paris)

“Grey Matter were superb! They are extremely approachable, always 

available and a pleasure to work with! They provided high calibre 

candidates we ended up hiring! The service was professional and 

reliable.” Yoni Amias, Head of Customer Success 

“Grey Matter were excellent at all times – the format of the 

prospectuses for each company I was sent were super professional and 

well done.” Richard Stafford, Account Executive
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